ILLUJ
THE INVASION SLOVENIA
Pink intergalactic beings have landed in Fremantle and are looking for an artist collective to LUJU need you to make front contact.

Last year The Aliens invaded 23 cities in 17 countries. They made people cry in Berlin, in Milano they closed the ECB, they climbed the sacred monument of Gdansk in Auschwitz and were even gate crashed by police dogs, and they made a whimsical trip on a street in Berlin by “JOYOUS city”. Get ready Freo fans – you’re about to have your mind blown!

ADRIAN SCHWARZSTEIN CANADA

Keep your eyes peeled for stunning mime and living statue creations from one of Canada’s top street artists. Featuring elaborate costumes and an impressive range of skills, every encounter is different, ranging from bawdy to poignant to downright hilarious.

BIG RORY AND OCHIE UNITED KINGDOM

Get set for laughter-inducing mayhem, high-octane action, Katrina and Ochre astonish with their explosive Acrobatic Argentinian Tango! Breathe awe-struck, this dabei brothers, with Killer smiles may require some audience assistance.

ABC CREATIONS WRAp PARTY

Please turn off mobile phones. Festival staff reserve the right to remove any audience member that is in loud or inappropriate phone use. Recording equipment is prohibited.

THE SPACE CO-OP BUSHKERS C-ALIA

For those in search of a heady dose of musical barbecue.

ALF RED AND SEYMOUR THE BLACKSTREET BOYS USA

Get your heart punch-overs with raucous blues/punk classics and death-defying stunts from Australia’s leading rebellious brothers in arms.

COeliac Disease Big Rory and Ochie ‘unleash’ chaos onto Freo’s streets. Scotsman Big Rory and Ochie the Dog ‘unleash’ chaos, terror and comedy in the streets of Fremantle!

LANE 26 CIRCUS SCHOOL LAUGHING ARMY AUSTRALIA

Man the battlements as Argentina’s favourite ‘psycho-clown’ Loco Brusca and his Laughter Army ‘village vibe ensemble’ combine pulsating drum, high-pitched harmonies, don’t miss The Seals. The Surviving member of an obscure Soviet circus troupe

ABE COLLINS LIVING SPACE ANThONY AustrAliA

Witness the supreme mastery of facial contortion, a seamless blend of contortion, acrobatics and storytelling as a modern Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde.

THE SEALS AUSTRALIA

After tearing up local stages with their raucous ‘village vibe ensemble’ combine pulsating drum, high-pitched harmonies, don’t miss The Seals. The Surviving member of an obscure Soviet circus troupe

LITTLE CREATURES BUSKERS C-ALIA

Get your hips swaying and your heart soaring as this incredible sounds of Southern African marimba. Sure to have you smiling for the rest of your day!

FATT MATT THE FATT MATT SHOW AUSTRALIA

After tearing up tour stages with their raucous and relishing party. Perth’s most high-octane ‘Two Blondes’ collective the blues into frech! Bizarre magic and peculiur tricks contortion. Trained by Chinese and Russian masters, Fatt Matt makes you see anything is possible, even a man juggling and doing a handstand while standing on his head.

THE BLAckSTreeT Boys USA

Escape the real world with amazing feats of balance, death-defying stunts from Australia’s leading rebellious brothers in arms.

FATT MATT Fatt Matt ShoeW

Written by the supreme master of facial contortion, a seemingly normal while others three Guernsey World Records, including the record for most robust bands on the face. From straightforward escapes to the Human Camouflage (the tallest rubber band in the world), this isn’t a show, it’s a mind-altering experience.

THE rubberBAND BOY NEW ZEALAND

Shay Horay the Rubberband Boy. Enter a world of mime, illusion and powerful improvisation as a modern Dr. (Alki) & Mr Miyagi born to this.

SHAY HORAY SHAY HORAY NEW ZEALAND

Straight-jacketed by social expectations and impervious to pain, he deftly defies time to make a face. An awesome human tinfoil. Flochard in BLAh, BLAh, BLAh! Freddy makes you see anything is possible, even a man juggling and doing a handstand while standing on his head.

Flochard in BLAh, BLAh, BLAh!

When his date fails to appear, heartsick poet Flochard raids his memory bank to pull out a trove of skills, every encounter is different, ranging from bawdy to poignant to downright hilarious.

Lil-l-rnEr the B USKERs c-ALIA

little Creatures Buskers c-ALIA

Get set for laughter-inducing mayhem, high-octane action, Katrina and Ochre astonish with their explosive Acrobatic Argentinian Tango! Breathe awe-struck, this dabei brothers, with Killer smiles may require some audience assistance.

The surviving member of an obscure Soviet circus troupe
All programs and artists are subject to change without notice.

**EASTER SUNDAY**

1. **ESPLANADE HOTEL PITCH**
   - **Loll Brusca**
   - **Fatt Matt**
   - **Space CowBoy**
   - **Little Creatures**

2. **NUMBAT PITCH**
   - **The Rubens**
   - **Little Creatures**
   - **Loll Brusca**
   - **Fling**

3. **THE LAUGHING ARF**
   - **Alfred & Seymour**
   - **Numbat**

4. **NOVA 93.7 PITCH**
   - **Lee Nelson**
   - **Numbat**
   - **The Sea Lions**

5. **THE WEST AUSTRALIAN PITCH**
   - **Alfred & Seymour**
   - **Numbat**
   - **The Sea Lions**

6. **X-PRESS MAGAZINE PITCH**
   - **Abi Collins**
   - **The Sea Lions**
   - **The Rubens**
   - **The Sea Lions**

7. **WOOLSTORES SHOPPING CENTRE PITCH**
   - **Ulla Taylor**
   - **Alfred & Seymour**
   - **Lee Nelson**

8. **FREMLANTE PRISON PITCH**
   - **Strokey Diner Prancing**

9. **FISHING BOAT HARBOUR PITCH**
   - **Lee Nelson**
   - **The Sea Lions**

10. **E SHED MARKET PITCH**
    - **Kate Mior**

**EASTER MONDAY**

1. **ESPLANADE HOTEL PITCH**
   - **Loll Brusca**
   - **Fatt Matt**
   - **Space CowBoy**

2. **NUMBAT PITCH**
   - **The Rubens**
   - **Little Creatures**
   - **Loll Brusca**

3. **THE LAUGHING ARF**
   - **Alfred & Seymour**
   - **Numbat**

4. **NOVA 93.7 PITCH**
   - **Lee Nelson**
   - **Numbat**
   - **The Sea Lions**

5. **THE WEST AUSTRALIAN PITCH**
   - **Alfred & Seymour**
   - **Numbat**
   - **The Sea Lions**

6. **X-PRESS MAGAZINE PITCH**
   - **Abi Collins**
   - **The Sea Lions**
   - **The Rubens**

7. **WOOLSTORES SHOPPING CENTRE PITCH**
   - **Kate Mior**

8. **FREMLANTE PRISON PITCH**
   - **Strokey Diner Prancing**

9. **FISHING BOAT HARBOUR PITCH**
   - **Fatt Matt**
   - **Lee Nelson**

10. **E SHED MARKET PITCH**
    - **Kate Mior**
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